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Globalization: Culture and identity 2003 containing articles on approaches to and theories of

globalization this collection addresses the making of the modern world from different disciplinary

perspectives this set investigates the major components of globalization in its most

comprehensive sense the nation state and the system of international relations the question of

self identity and the individual in the globalization process human rights citizenship and the

environment institutional questions including matters of media communication education tourism

multinational corporations migration and intercultural communication new introductions and a

thorough index make this work an indispensable research tool

Globalization and Culture 2013-07-03 globalization is now widely discussed but the debates often

remain locked within particular disciplinary discourses this book brings together for the first time a

social theory and cultural studies approach to the understanding of globalization the book starts

with an analysis of the relationship between the globalization process and contemporary culture

change and goes on to relate this to debates about social and cultural modernity at the heart of

the book is a far reaching analysis of the complex ambiguous lived experience of global

modernity tomlinson argues that we can now see a general pattern of the dissolution between

cultural experience and territorial location the uneven nature of this experience is discussed in

relation to first and third world societies along with arguments about the hybridization of cultures

and special role of communications and media technologies in this process of deterritorialization

globalization and cultureconcludes with a discussion of the cultural politics of cosmopolitanism

accessibly written this book will be of interest to second year undergraduates and above in

sociology media studies cultural and communication studies and anyone interested in

globalization

The Cultures of Globalization 1998 a pervasive force globalization has come to represent the

export and import of culture the speed and intensity of which has increased to unprecedented

levels in recent years here an international panel of intellectuals consider the process of

globalization and how the global character of technology communication networks consumer

culture intellectual discourse the arts and mass entertainment have all been affected by recent

worldwide trends photos

Globalization, Language, and Culture 2006 globalization is a complex phenomenon that has deep

ties in the past movement of people and ideas around the world while many people voice the

fear that the power of western culture and in particular american culture will overwhelm or even

obliterate indigenous cultures and languages this author argues that the impact of culture is

never a one way street the interconnectedness of the modern world allows input from the united

states to the rest of the world and at the same time allows the movement of ideas and people

from faraway countries to our shores book jacket
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Responding to Globalization 2007 investigates the singapore government s approach to the

construction of national identity this book focuses on the global national nexus the tensions

between the necessity to embrace the global to ensure economic survival yet needing a

committed population to support the perpetuation of the nation state and its economic success

Cultures and Globalization 2010-01-21 in the globalization game there are no absolute winners

and losers neither homogenisation nor diversity can capture its contradictory movement and

character the essays and papers collected here offer from a variety of perspectives a rich

exploration of creativity and innovation cultural expressions and globalization this volume of

essays in all their diversity of contents and theoretical perspectives demonstrates the rich value

of this paradoxical oxymoronic approach stuart hall emeritus professor of sociology at the open

university volume 3 of the cultures globalization series creativity and innovations explores the

interactions between globalization and the forms of cultural expression that are their basic

resource bringing together over 25 high profile authors from around the world this volume

addresses such questions as what impacts does globalization have on cultural creativity and

innovation how is the evolving world map of creativity related to the drivers and patterns of

globalization what are the relationships between creative acts clusters genres or institutions and

cultural diversity the volume is an indispensable reference tool for all scholars and students of

contemporary arts and culture

Globalization 2004-04-05 publisher description

Paradoxes of Culture and Globalization 2008 what is a paradox why are cross cultural paradoxes

essential for understanding the changes that are occurring because of globalization

encompassing a wide variety of areas including leadership cross cultural negotiations immigration

religion economic development and business strategy paradoxes of culture and globalization

develops 93 cross cultural paradoxes essential for understanding globalization this is a text for

advanced undergraduate and graduate courses such as international management international

business comparative management world business environment cross cultural management

cross cultural communications and cultural anthropology in the departments of business and

management communication and anthropology it is also appropriate for management training and

education book jacket

Cultures and Globalization 2008-10-03 this second volume the cultural economy analyzes the

dynamic relationship in which culture is part of the process of economic change that in turn

changes the conditions of culture it brings together perspectives from different disciplines to

examine such critical issues as the production of cultural goods and services and the patterns of

economic globalization the relationship between the commodification of the cultural economy and

the aesthetic realm current and emerging organizational forms for the investment production
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distribution and consumption of cultural goods and services the complex relations between

creators producers distributors and consumers of culture the policy implications of a globalizing

cultural economy

Globalization and Culture 2019-05-17 now updated with new chapters on culture and populism

globalization and culture argues that we are witnessing the formation of a global mélange culture

through processes of cultural mixing its historically deep and geographically wide approach to

globalization is essential reading as we face the increasing spread of conflicts bred by cultural

misunderstanding

Cultures and Globalization 2007-03-27 in the age of globalization we are no longer home alone

migration brings other worlds into our own just as the global reach of the media transmits our

world into the hearts and minds of others often incommensurate values are crammed together in

the same public square increasingly we all today live in the kind of edge cultures we used to see

only on the frontiers of civilizations in places like hong kong or istanbul the resulting frictions and

fusions are shaping the soul of the coming world order i can think of no other project with the

ambitious scope of defining this emergent reality than the cultures and globalization project i can

think of no more capable minds than raj isar and helmut anheier who can pull it off nathan

gardels editor in chief npq global services los angeles times syndicate tribune media this series

represents an innovative approach to the central issues of globalization that phenomenon of such

undefined contours lupwishi mbuyumba director of the observatory of cultural policies in africa the

world s cultures and their forms of creation presentation and preservation are deeply affected by

globalization in ways that are inadequately documented and understood the cultures and

globalization series is designed to fill this void in our knowledge analyzing the relationship

between globalization and cultures is the aim of the series in each volume leading experts as

well as young scholars will track cultural trends connected to globalization throughout the world

covering issues ranging from the role of cultural difference in politics and governance to the

evolution of the cultural economy and the changing patterns of creativity and artistic expression

each volume will also include an innovative presentation of newly developed indicator suites on

cultures and globalization that will be presented in a user friendly form with a high graphics

content to facilitate accessibility and understanding like so many phenomena linked to

globalization conflicts over and within the cultural realms crystallize great anxieties and illusions

through misplaced assumptions inadequate concepts unwarranted simplifications and

instrumental readings the aim here is to marshal evidence from different disciplines and

perspectives about the culture conflict and globalization relationships in conceptually sensitive

ways

Cultures and / of Globalization 2011-07-12 this book explores the ways in which study of culture
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as the realm of meaning and identity can inform current debates about globalization and thus

afford greater understanding of emergent globalities by drawing on a range of disciplinary and

sub disciplinary expertise from across the social sciences and also promoting areas of cross

disciplinary research the book contributes to the development of theory on globalization and also

provides some significant illustrations of cultural globalization in practice through attention to

novel empirical sites and issues these include eminently cultural realms such as music film and

architecture and those that are invested with a strong cultural component such as migration and

education contributions emphasise the soft features of globalization and globality and most look

to marry theoretical abstraction with everyday aspects of global processes focusing on those

routine and sometimes conscious connections and accommodations that make up daily life in a

globalized world in doing so the book itself can be seen as a contribution to critical and

multidimensional studies of globalization and as engaging in a form of global practice

Globalization 2003 contemplating globalization from a sociological perspective it is without doubt

that a major site for social political economic and cultural change in the new millennium lies in

the asian region the chapters in this book seek to describe and analyze a number of key aspects

of social and cultural change wrought by globalization in the asian region the underlying theme in

the book is the multi dimensional way in which globalization in the form of ideas practices and

technology have introduced social inequalities in specific contexts in particular the book examines

how inequality has been reproduced challenged and theorized in asia by the advent of

globalizing culture written by experienced and established scholars the study provides both

theoretical explanation and discussion and analysis of empirical data from a range of social

cultural and political economic perspectives and draws on studies from several countries in the

region

Globalization, Culture and Inequality in Asia 2003 a frenchman rents a hollywood movie a thai

schoolgirl mimics madonna saddam hussein chooses frank sinatra s my way as the theme song

for his fifty fourth birthday it is a commonplace that globalization is subverting local culture but is

it helping as much as it hurts in this strikingly original treatment of a fiercely debated issue tyler

cowen makes a bold new case for a more sympathetic understanding of cross cultural trade

creative destruction brings not stale suppositions but an economist s eye to bear on an age old

question are market exchange and aesthetic quality friends or foes on the whole argues cowen in

clear and vigorous prose they are friends cultural destruction breeds not artistic demise but

diversity through an array of colorful examples from the areas where globalization s critics have

been most vocal cowen asks what happens when cultures collide through trade whether

technology destroys native arts why and whether hollywood movies rule the world whether

globalized culture is dumbing down societies everywhere and if national cultures matter at all
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scrutinizing such manifestations of indigenous culture as the steel band ensembles of trinidad

indian handweaving and music from zaire cowen finds that they are more vibrant than ever

thanks largely to cross cultural trade for all the pressures that market forces exert on individual

cultures diversity typically increases within society even when cultures become more like each

other trade enhances the range of individual choice yielding forms of expression within cultures

that flower as never before while some see cultural decline as a half empty glass cowen sees it

as a glass half full with the stirrings of cultural brilliance not all readers will agree but all will want

a say in the debate this exceptional book will stir

Creative Destruction 2009-01-10 in the wake of globalization cultural forms of expression have

become increasingly detached from their places of origin circulating in a hyper domain of culture

where there is no real difference anymore between indigenous and foreign near and far the

familiar and the exotic heterogeneous cultural contents are brought together side by side like the

fusion food that makes free use of all that the hypercultural pool of spices ingredients and ways

of preparing food has to offer culture is becoming un bound un restricted un ravelled a

hyperculture it is a profoundly rhizomatic culture of intense hybridization fusion and co

appropriation today we have all become hypercultural tourists even in our own culture to which

we do not even belong anymore hypercultural tourists travel in the hyperspace of events a space

of cultural sightseeing they experience culture as cul tour drawing on thinkers from hegel and

heidegger to bauman and homi bhabha to examine the characteristics of our contemporary

hyperculture han poses the question should we welcome the human of the future as the

hypercultural tourist smiling serenely or should we aspire to a different way of being in the world

Hyperculture 2022-01-10 incorporating original fieldwork carried out over a period of more than

ten years combined with innovative theoretical argument globalization culture and society in laos

presents one of the first sociological investigations into modern laos boike rehbein gives a

fascinating overview of contemporary lao culture and society whilst linking local and national

phenomena to tendencies of globalization and the history of the region the book introduces a

new theoretical approach based on the sociology of pierre bourdieu applying this sociology to the

interpretation of lao history it also examines various aspects of lao culture and society including

economics politics language higher education music and religion rehbein concludes by attempting

to synthesize these cultural elements with the impact of globalization to give a synopsis of

contemporary lao society written by an expert in lao history and culture familiar with the language

and the people this book will be of huge interest to students and scholars of laos southeast asia

social theory and globalization

Community, Culture and Globalization 2002 drawing from novel theoretical insights in social

psychology cultural psychology and marketing globalization culture and branding provides
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guidelines for imbuing brands with culturally symbolic meanings that can create deep

psychological bonds with multi cultural consumers

Globalization, Culture and Society in Laos 2007-08-13 behaviour at work can no longer be

stereotyped as global or local modern or traditional with very little in between instead work

behaviour is a complex interplay between global and local values it takes place in a glocality thus

individual achievement co exists with group aspirations pay diversity takes place in a social

context teamwork reflects cultural narrative and labour mobility is bound by community bias

globalization and culture at work exploring their combined glocality breaks new ground by

exploring such glocalities and the implications they create for managing human potential better

the volume is essential reading for researchers managers culturalists and consultants of work

behaviour alike

Globalization, Culture, and Branding 2013-11-19 this edited collection outlines the

accomplishments shortcomings and future policy prospects of the 2005 unesco convention on the

protection and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions arguing that the convention is not

broad enough to confront the challenges concerning human rights sustainability and cultural

diversity as a whole

Globalization and Culture at Work 2006-01-16 globalization is usually thought of as the worldwide

spread of western particularly american popular culture yet if one nation stands out in the

dissemination of pop culture in east and southeast asia it is japan pokémon anime pop music

television dramas such as tokyo love story and long vacation the export of japanese media and

culture is big business in recentering globalization koichi iwabuchi explores how japanese popular

culture circulates in asia he situates the rise of japan s cultural power in light of decentering

globalization processes and demonstrates how japan s extensive cultural interactions with the

other parts of asia complicate its sense of being in but above or similar but superior to the region

iwabuchi has conducted extensive interviews with producers promoters and consumers of

popular culture in japan and east asia drawing upon this research he analyzes japan s localizing

strategy of repackaging western pop culture for asian consumption and the ways japanese

popular culture arouses regional cultural resonances he considers how transnational cultural

flows are experienced differently in various geographic areas by looking at bilateral cultural flows

in east asia he shows how japanese popular music and television dramas are promoted and

understood in taiwan hong kong and singapore and how asian popular culture especially hong

kong s is received in japan rich in empirical detail and theoretical insight recentering globalization

is a significant contribution to thinking about cultural globalization and transnationalism

particularly in the context of east asian cultural studies

Globalization, Culture, and Development 2015-06-29 cultural globalization a user s guide is a
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personal and engaging journey through theories of culture and globalization drawing on extensive

examples and interdisciplinary research wise explores concepts of culture territory and identity in

order to give students a new perspective on issues of globalization includes numerous examples

from asian european and north american youth culture and popular music draws on

interdisciplinary research from the fields of anthropology cultural studies cultural geography and

media studies considers how global processes carry with them the ethical questions of how to

act in the world and how to care for others provides an original and stimulating overview of

theories of culture and globalization encouraging students think more broadly about the key

issues

Recentering Globalization 2002-11-08 using the frameworks of systems theory modernization and

the world system new age globalization presents a composite multilevel multidirectional picture of

globalization informed by eight different but interdependent subsystems

Cultural Globalization 2008-06-03 a guide to understanding hybridity the interaction of cultures

New Age Globalization 2013-07-03 it may be tempting to view political development and

democratization in east asia from a global view and conclude that the contours of democracy will

converge throughout the world however a close examination of the cultural and economic

development of asian societies suggests a contrary picture the story of asia is one of political and

economic survival in which political elites sought to legitimate their authority through the use of

both traditional and modern symbols traditional communitarian values and the modern symbols of

economic growth and materialism coexist in asian political systems the stability and legitimacy of

asian governments depend on the ability of political elites to balance these symbols as

globalization proceeds the standard traditional and modern symbols have waned in their

effectiveness therefore democracy as a symbol and practice can provide new sources of

legitimacy to these political systems compton s asian political development model is tested with

quantitative indicators and through a series of case studies the three case studies japan south

korea and thailand build on each other through a rigorous historical comparison while the case

studies themselves are interesting he makes connections to the model and tests the congruence

of these cases to the model and concludes that the model s validity is predicated on the internal

environment including culture and economy of particular interest to scholars students and

researchers involved with comparative and asian politics political development and political

culture

Hybridity, Or the Cultural Logic of Globalization 2005 globalization and international economic

governance offer unprecedented opportunities for cultural exchange foreign direct investments

can promote cultural diversity and provide the funds needed to locate recover and preserve

cultural heritage nonetheless globalization and international economic governance can also
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jeopardize cultural diversity and determine the erosion of the cultural wealth of nations has an

international economic culture emerged that emphasizes productivity and economic development

at the expense of the common wealth this book explores the clash of cultures between

international law and international cultural law and asks whether states can promote economic

development without infringing their cultural wealth the book contains original chapters by experts

in the field key issues include how international courts and tribunals are adjudicating culture

related cases the interplay between indigenous peoples rights and economic globalization and

the relationships between culture human rights and economic activities the book will be of great

interest and use to researchers and students of international trade law cultural heritage law and

public international law

East Asian Democratization 2000-09-30 first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor

francis an informa company

Culture and International Economic Law 2015-02-11 today is a new metropolitan age and for the

first time ever more people live in cities than they do anywhere else as cities strengthen their

international and cultural influence the global world is acted out most articulately in the world s

urban hubs through its diverse cultures broad networks and innovative styles of governance

looking at the city through its internal dynamics the book examines how governance and cultural

policy play out in a national and international framework making a truly global contribution to the

literature editors isar and anheier bring together a truly international and highly respected

collection of scholars in doing so they skilfully steer debates beyond the city as an economic

powerhouse to cover issues that fully comprehend a city s cultural dynamics and its impact on

policy including alternative economies creativity migration diversity sustainability education and

urban planning innovative in its approach and content this book is ideal for students scholars and

researchers interested in sociology urban studies cultural studies and public policy

Global Culture 2016-05-06 now fully revised and updated this seminal text asks if there is cultural

life after the clash of civilizations and global mcdonaldization jan nederveen pieterse argues that

what is taking place is a global culture of hybridization in a new chapter the author explores east

west hybridities the idea that globalization is a process of braiding rather than simply a diffusion

from developed to developing countries his historically deep and geographically wide approach to

globalization is essential reading as we face the spread of conflicts bred by cultural

misunderstanding

Cultures and Globalization 2012-05-02 moving beyond notions of cultural imperialism this book

furthers our understanding of the implications of global media culture and politics in the 1990s

leading scholars from a range of fields bring different perspectives to bear on the role of the state

the range of culture beyond the media the contribution of international organizations and the
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potential for resistance and alternatives they reflect on the new world international

communications order as delineated since the 1970s and examine its changing nature throughout

they connect analysis of the flows and forces which form the world media and communications

with the fundamental themes of social science and illuminate the ways in which underlying

questions of inequality power and control reappear within new media environments

Globalization and Culture 2009-03-16 this collection of papers discusses critical issues that have

often been at the center of social debates in recent years economists and philosophers discuss

such issues as the limitations of markets as an instrument of decision making in a society

globalization and culture the foundational principles for public policy the criteria for the allocation

of human organs and the paradox of scarcity despite affluence in modern societies

Beyond Cultural Imperialism 1996-12-17 explores the role of media in the construction of cultural

identities

Globalization, Culture, and the Limits of the Market 2004 seminar paper from the year 2012 in

the subject politics international politics topic globalization political economics grade a webster

university language english abstract in recent decades many regions of the world have seen a

marked increase in economic development due to the process of globalization as states have

opened their borders to international markets allowing for multinational corporations non

governmental organizations and foreign state actors to have an increasingly powerful influence

over traditionally domestic matters with this development and the advance of technology media

and communication have had the ability to reach regions of the world which may have never

been exposed to other cultures in the past undoubtedly this has had an impact on the culture

and societal norms of countless cultures as dominant world cultures expand their realm of

influence through such media as tv programs and the internet this report will examine to what

extent dominant world cultures impacts are on what will be termed traditional cultures a unique

culture which up until recently has been relatively unaware of and influenced by other outside

cultures furthermore it will examine whether this trend of globalization will advance the creation of

a singular global culture the debate of whether the erosion between traditional culture and the

strengthening of a global culture is of particular concern as within recent history many groups

who are often termed minorities to the more dominant cultures are concerned with the loss of

their individuality way of life and even their national sovereignty to pro or hyper globalists this

loss of sovereignty is viewed as progress as the process of cultural homogenization will inevitably

be responsible for the decay of conflict among differing cultural groups however to the minorities

or traditional cultures opposed to this form of cultural transformation this theory poses a threat to

their uniq

Globalization, Cultural Identities, and Media Representations 2012-02-01 in this book leading
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social scientists from many countries analyze the extent to which we are seeing a globalization of

culture is a unified world culture emerging and if so how does this relate to existing cultural

divisions and to the autonomy of the nation state differing explanations are offered for trends

towards global unification and their relation to an economic world system will the intensification of

global contact produce increasing tolerance of other cultures or will an integrating culture produce

sharper reactions in the form of fundamentalist and nationalist movements the contributors

explore the emergence of third cultures such as international law the financial markets and media

conglomerates as

The Influence of Globalization on Culture 2014-02 recent years have seen a radical

transformation of conventional tourist marketing and experience the use of exotic locations in

hollywood films has allowed global audiences to enjoy distant places simultaneously hollywood

screening of potential tourist paradises has generated new tourist industries around the world this

book takes a closer look at this new phenomenon of cinematic tourism combining theory with

case studies drawn from four continents america europe asia and australasia the author explores

audiences perceptions of film and their covert relationship with tourist advertising campaigns

alongside the nature of newly born tourist industries and the reaction of native populations and

nation states faced with the commodification of their histories identities and environments

Global Culture 1990-07-03 this book brings together scholars from across a variety of disciplines

who use different methodologies to interrogate the changing nature of russian culture in the

twenty first century the book considers a wide range of cultural forms that have been instrumental

in globalizing russia these include literature art music film media the internet sport urban spaces

and the russian language the book pays special attention to the processes by which cultural

producers negotiate between russian government and global cultural capital it focuses on the

issues of canon identity soft power and cultural exchange the book provides a conceptual

framework for analyzing russia as a transnational entity and its contemporary culture in the

globalized world

The Cinematic Tourist 2007-06-11 this edited collection outlines the accomplishments

shortcomings and future policy prospects of the 2005 unesco convention on the protection and

promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions arguing that the convention is not broad enough

to confront the challenges concerning human rights sustainability and cultural diversity as a whole

Russian Culture in the Age of Globalization 2018-12-11 bringing together a truly global range of

scholars this volume explores heritage memory and identity through a diverse set of subjects

including heritage sites practices of memorialization museums sites of contestation and human

rights

Globalization, Culture, and Development 2014-01-14 on petrocultures brings together key essays
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by imre szeman a leading scholar in the field of energy humanities and a critical voice in debates

about globalization and neoliberalism szeman s most important and influential essays in dialogue

with exciting new pieces written for the book investigate ever evolving circuits of power in the

contemporary world as manifested in struggles over space and belonging redefinitions of work

and individual autonomy and the deep links between energy use and climate change these

essays explore life lived in the twenty first century by examining critically the vocabulary through

which capitalism makes sense of itself focusing on concepts like the nation globalization

neoliberalism creativity and entrepreneurship at the heart of the volume is the concept of

petrocultures which demands that we understand a fundamental fact of modern life we are

shaped by and through fossil fuels szeman argues that we cannot take steps to address global

warming without fundamentally changing the social cultural and political norms and expectations

developed in conjunction with the energy riches of the past century on petrocultures maps the

significant challenge of our dependence on fossil fuels and probes ways we might begin to leave

petrocultures behind

Cultures and Globalization 2011-04-19

On Petrocultures 2019
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